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Abstract This paper presents a novel

approach of video representation with
panoramic techniques for low bit-rate
video transmission. Using a background
panorama as a prior information, foreground objects in a video sequence are separated from the background through a series
of segmentation processes. These foreground segments are encoded by traditional
compression technique and transmitted as
a video stream, while the scene background
is transmitted only once as a panorama.
To reconstruct the original video frame,
foreground objects are combined with the
corresponding panoramic segment on-the- y
at the receiving side. Experiments show
that our approach improves the compression
performance, compared with MPEG-1 under
the same quality factor. Our system can
synthesize virtual environments without
using blue-screen. The users can navigate
throughout the scene or examine any particular details. Our system also provides
an e ective solution to scene-based video
indexing.
panorama mosaic, video coding and
compression, video indexing, image segmentation
and registration
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1 Introduction
There has been a growing interest in the use
of mosaic images as a basis for ecient representation of video sequences rather than simply as a visualization device [7]. As successive

Figure 1: Panoramic video coding process
frames in a video sequence usually overlap by
a large amount, mosaic images often provide
a signi cant reduction in the total amount of
data needed to represent the scene. In blockbased coding system, an image is divided into
a 2D array of blocks. Among these blocks, the
translational motion between successive frames
is estimated. Representing the motion information by a block-wise description, data compression can be achieved by storing the limited
amount of motion data. However, the moving
objects usually do not fall within these blocks
and the motion coherence thus extends beyond
the blocks.
Hence, our focus is to reduce the redundancy
by improving the determination of the coher-

Figure 2: Layered representation
ent motion regions. These motion regions can
be considered as some "moving" objects, relative to the background scene. Obviously, if we
can have some prior knowledge of the background scene, it will be very useful in solving our problem. We describe a new coding
scheme based on a layering concept as shown
in Fig.2: a foreground layer with several moving objects on top of a stationary background
panorama. A background scene mosaic is constructed rst. For each frame, the foreground
regions are segmented and registered. The two
layers are handled separately during transmission or in storage until reconstruction at userend. To simplify the problem, we assume that
the camera position is xed and its movement
is limited to horizontal rotation (panning) only
during a video stream.
Many researchers have been working on the
use of mosaic images to represent the information contained in video sequences. Irani et
al. [3] described two di erent types of mosaics,
static and dynamic, that are suitable for storage and transmission applications respectively.
Based on this categorization, they proposed a
series of extensions to these basic mosaic models to provide representations at multiple spatial and temporal resolutions, and discussed a
mosaic-based video compression technique. On
the other hand, Hsu and Anandan [2] coined
the term Mosaic-Based Compression (MBC),
and described several kinds of hierarchical representations (temporal pyramids) suitable for
MBC to reduce redundancy in video data.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the construction of background

panorama mosaic from a set of camera images.
The techniques and mathematical issues for
foreground object segmentation and registration are described in section 3. In section 4,
the reconstruction of video streams from foreground segments and background panorama is
explained. Section 5 consists of experimental
results together with discussions on algorithm
improvements, and nally the conclusion and
future directions are given in section 6. Fig.1
shows an overview of our entire system.

2 Mosaic Construction
2.1 Panorama Mosaic

In recent years, a number of techniques and
software systems have been developed for capturing panoramic images of real-world scenes.
In particular, Chen [1] has developed a less
hardware-intensive method with only regular
photographic frames over the whole viewing
space. As discussed in [8], the rst step in
building a full view panorama is to map 3D
world coordinates (x; y; z ) onto 2D panoramic
screen coordinates (; v) with cylindrical projection:
 = tan;1(x=z ); v = y= x2 + z 2 (1)
where  is the panning angle and v is the scanline. Once we have wrapped all the frames
in a scene sequence, constructing mosaic images becomes a pure frame alignment problem, with minor compensations for vertical jitter and optical twist. Various 2D or 3D parametric motion transformations [9] have been
suggested to cancel out the e ect of camera
motion and combined component frames into
complete panoramic images. In our current
implementation, Live Picture PhotoVistaTM
was used to generate cylindrical mosaic images from 2D environment snapshots. Only
the information about horizontal translation tx
and vertical translation ty for each input image were fed into the "stitching" algorithm, so
that it would estimate the incremental translational t = (tx ; ty ) by minimizing the intensity error E (t) between two images. Fig.3
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Figure 3: Panorama mosaic sections
shows mosaic segments constructed in our experiment.

2.2 Cylindrical Projection
Once the construction of the mosaic image is
completed, it can be displayed with a special
purpose viewer like QuickTime VRTM [1]. The
mosaic image is actually wrapped onto a sphere
or cylinder surface using texture-mapping. Every time a user looks through the panoramic
viewer, not the whole panoramic image is visible on the image plane and only a portion of
it is displayed. The bounding rectangle of this
sub-texture is called texture window. Under
full-perspective projection model and with the
knowledge of current viewing parameters, we
can nd the exact coordinates of the current
texture window by projecting several points
in the image plane onto the cylindrical surface and bounding the projected shape with
a rectangle. The viewing parameters include
the view vector, eld of view, aspect ratio, size
of panoramic cylinder, etc.

3 Foreground Segmentation
and Registration
To perform segmentation and registration of
foreground objects, we have to estimate the
camera rotation throughout the video stream,
i.e. the incremental changes in panning view
angle of the panorama with respect to each
frame. A video frame can be considered as
a mixture of background scene and foreground
objects. As foreground objects are absent in

Figure 4: Background from panorama
the panorama, global image processing techniques like di erence map cannot be applied
directly. Instead, we use some small block templates on the background region to perform
local processing over the entire frame. As a
rst step, we adjust the horizontal and vertical panoramic view angles to suit the size of
the frame. We use Iframe (i) to denote the ith
frame of the source video stream and Ipano ()
to denote the viewing window of the panorama
at panning view angle . Fig.4 shows a scene
from the background panorama used in our experiment.
For the rst frame in a sequence, some small
block regions on scene background, denoted
as template region T R(Iframe (0)), are selected
through user interaction. Depending on the
frame resolution, at least one block with size
variable from 5  5 to 10  10 should be selected, while more blocks would provide better
results at the expense of longer execution time.
T R(Iframe (0)) should include distinct edges or
corners on the background scene, and must not
be occluded by any foreground objects. During
the processing of video stream, these template
regions should be monitored to prevent occlusion. A new set of T R(Iframe (0)) should be
reselected in case of occlusion. Taking the rst
frame to have a panning view angle 0 of 0, we
have a minimization problem of Ei in the HSI
color space:
Ei (i ) = [T R(Iframe (i)) ; T R(Ipano (i ))]2

(2)
where i is the new panning view angle of the
panorama at the ith frame following a small

Figure 5: Video frame with template blocks
update i;1;i :
i = i;1 + i;1;i

(3)

At an optimal i;1;i , the di erence between
video frame and panoramic view would be minimized. Fig.5 shows a video frame with template blocks indicated by rectangles. With the
normal frame rate of 20-30 fps in typical video
sequences, the motion between two consecutive frames would be very small under practical panning speed. For example, the average
di erence in panning angle between two consecutive frames is only 0:5 degree for an angular velocity of 15 degrees per second and frame
rate at 30 fps. With this simpli cation, we can
apply a linear search algorithm to nd an estimate of i;1;i , which is assumed to fall within
-1.0 to +1.0 degree.
To segment foreground object information
from current frame Iframe (i) and panorama
Ipano (i ), we de ne a binary alpha map i in
which elements may be 0 (black) or 1 (white):
i = Ipano (i )  Iframe (i)

(4)

Fig.6 shows the alpha map obtained from
Fig.5. Elements in black denote the matching
areas between the video frame and panorama
view, while white areas represent moving objects in foreground that should be encoded separately from the background scene. Owing to
the inherent noise in real images, there will inevitably be some isolated small spots (both in
black or white) in the alpha map. Since they
do not carry much information for further processing, they will be removed by size- ltering

Figure 6: Alpha map
before segmentation. The foreground objects
Ifore(i) are thus extracted by:
Ifore (i) = i Iframe (i)

(5)

where is the element-wise multiplication.
The resulting Ifore (i) contains foreground object regions and all other areas that are white
in the alpha map, and will be used to register
the changes in the corresponding panoramic
panning view angle i;1;i . Fig.7 shows the
extracted foreground regions from Fig.6 and
Fig.5. However, instead of storing every pair of
i;1;i and Ifore (i), we only record the subtotal change in panning view angle i!i+n;1 for
every n frames to save storage space:
i!i+n;1 =

X (j;1;j )

i+n;1
j =i

(6)

The value of n depends on the panorama panning speed. For a fast changing video section
with large values of i;1;i , then n should be
smaller. An upper bound on i!i+n;1 is imposed to prevent over-smoothing during the
reconstruction of video streams. The frame
sequence of foreground segments will be compressed by MPEG-1, and have a much smaller
size than the original sequence under the same
compression. Further details will be discussed
in section 5.

4 Video Reconstruction
Now we have three separated objects as
a result of scene decomposition for every

Figure 7: Extracted foreground regions

Figure 8: Reconstructed video frame

n frames: background panorama Ipano (i ),
frames of foreground object segments Ifore (i),
and changes in panning view angle i!i+n;1 .

Taking them as input, a special viewer is used
to decode the video stream and reconstruct
the original frame sequence. Let's consider
the reconstruction of background scene rst.
Given the subtotal change in panning view angle i!i+n;1 for every n frames, the viewer select an appropriate background scene Ipano (i )
for each frame by performing a linear interpolation on i to generate smooth viewpoint
transition:

g

g

1

i = i!i+n;1
n

(7)

After that the viewer can simply decode and
render the foreground object segments Ifore (i)
over the background scene from panorama to
reconstruct an approximated original frame.
Fig.8 shows the resulting video frame of the
reconstruction from Fig.7 and Fig.3.
Our system provides a simple and e ective
solution for video indexing. In traditional coding methods, the search of a certain frame or
video clip can be done only sequentially using
the time or frame as index. In our system,
since every frame is registered by the relative
panning angle with respect to the background
mosaic, a user can access a speci c frame by
providing the scene information, i.e., indexing
through various panning angle . This approach is a complement to the content-based
(color and texture) indexing method but easier and more ecient to implement.

5 Experiments and Discussion
A digital video camera with resolution 720 
480 in pixels was used to capture outdoor
images for the construction of a background
panorama and a testing video sequence. Fig.10
shows another resulting frame of our system.
The use of panorama mosaic and extraction
of foreground regions provide a higher compression performance. In our system, only the
foreground regions are stored in the frame sequence. They are considered to be the coherent motion regions. During the MPEG-1 compression, a frame of foreground regions can be
compressed with a higher ratio than the original frame. In the inter-picture coding of `P/B'
frames, since the background regions are removed and only the motion information (temporal information) of the foreground regions
is involved, the run-length (RLC) / variablelength (VLC) encoded and quantized DCT coecients will be smaller than those of the original complete frames.
In the intra-picture coding of `I' frames,
since the background regions are removed, the
frames of foreground regions will contain less
spatial information, thus also have a smaller
set of RLC / VLC encoded and quantized DCT
coecients. The relative compression gain in
this process will be higher with a smaller size of
foreground regions and a higher complexity of
background regions. As an example in Fig.9,
we compare three JPEG compressed pictures
with di erent background complexity.
First, as shown in the Table 1, we can easily observe that the foreground frames of the

Table 1: Intra-picture coding performance
Size kb jIori j jIfore j jIori j : jIfore j
Frame a 11:5 5:1
1 : 0:44
Frame b 17:8 7:4
1 : 0:42
Frame c 23:6 8:8
1 : 0:37
Table 2: Storage size
Items
Size kb
Original source jVu j
993
MPEG-coded source jVMPEGj 210
Mosaic image jIpano j
22
MPEG-coded fore-clip jVf j
85

Figure 9: Di erent frames under JPEG
three pictures are compressed with higher ratio
than their original complete frames. Moreover,
it is obvious that the picture with more complicated background regions is having a higher
compression gain under foreground extraction
than the others. This shows that our system
will perform better in those video clips with
more complicated background scenes.
Table 2 shows the resulting storage sizes of
di erent components involved in our system.
The real video clip contains 60 frames in two
seconds. A partial mosaic image of the background scene is used in the experiment. The
total storage size needed in our approach is the
sum of the size of the mosaic image and the size
of the MPEG-1 coded foreground clip:

jVpanoj = jVf j + jIpanoj = 107kb

(8)

Then the compression ratio is:

jV j
CRpano = 1 ; pano = 89%
jVuj

(9)

We can observe that the size needed is reduced by about 89%, compared with the size of
the original uncompressed video clip. We also
made a comparison with that obtained from
MPEG-1 compression. The extracted foreground frames and the original video clip are
both compressed by MPEG-1 under the same

quality factor and control parameters. The ratio between them is:

jVMPEGj : jVpano j = 210 : 107  2 : 1 (10)
Our system achieved a nearly 50% size reduction over traditional MPEG-1 compression.
Moreover, for a longer video clip, the overhead
of the size of the mosaic image is relatively
small and can be neglected. This results in
a better compression ratio.
In our current implementation, limitations
include the tracking algorithm makes use of
template blocks, which require human interaction. Moreover, the e ectiveness of compression depends on the accuracy of segmentation results, which drops for regions of similar
colors and patterns between background and
foreground. The reduction in size of a single
frame ranges from about 10% to 75% for different frames in our experiment. Apart from
reconstructing the original video stream, the
viewer can also provide some interesting features, like interactive controls on panoramic
panning view angle and zoom factor, to explore
the whole scene or examine details of any particular frame. Moreover, by replacing the original panorama, we can even synthesize various
virtual environments. To enhance the power of
our system further, we may allow zooming and
vertical panning of camera motion during the
capture of the video stream. However, these

ing topics to be studied in the future.
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